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Preface 

It is a matter of satisfaction that our country has been making strides in various fields of 

activities in recent times.  With the liberalization and globalization introduced a couple of 

decades ago, the country has been witnessing remarkable advancement on the 

socioeconomic front. However, the fruits of advancement have not been uniform and equitable 

as there are large sections of people in the country whose living conditions have not showed 

much improvement.  Although the governments, both at the centre and states, have been 

putting in painstaking efforts there are still large pockets of deprivement in urban and rural 

areas of the country.   

The experiences of voluntary organizations have revealed that government alone would not be 

able to improve the living conditions of such helpless citizens throughout the country.  The role 

of voluntary organizations acquires importance and relevance in this respect.  It is no denying 

the fact that the advancement this far has been possible with the joint efforts of governments 

and voluntary organizations.    

We KESHARWANI SHIKSHA SAMITI has been alive to the above circumstance in the country 

and has been striving over the years for ameliorating the living conditions of the deprived and 

disadvantaged sections of people both in rural and urban areas.  It is to our credit that we have 

been able to conceive and implement many such developmental programmes for the holistic 

development of the poor and deprived sections of people and improve their living conditions. 

During the year under review also, many such programmes have been implemented and we 

are happy to present before you this Annual Report.  The unfolding pages of this report would 

throw light on the humanitarian efforts put in by this organization.   

The commendable achievements would not have been possible without the liberal support and 

cooperation of large number of donor organizations and departments to whom the organization 

wishes to express its words of thanks and gratitude.  It also appeals for continuance of such 

support and cooperation in future also.  Our words of thanks are also due to the large number 

of field workers, project functionaries, resource persons, well wishers and members of the 

organization for their relentless commitment and dedication to the programmes and initiatives 

implemented by the organization from time to time. 

For-KESHARWANI SHIKSHA SAMITI 

        At-Ramanujganj, 

Distt.- Balrampur-Ramanujganj,C.G.PIN - 497220. 

Email-samiti.kesharwani@gmail.com 
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Annual Activity For The Financial Year 2016-17 

Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti during the financial year 2016-17 before implementation of the 

project discuss and also conducted field survey by dedicated staff to know the demand of 

people of the area for programme, so that programme can be modify as per need of the 

beneficiary, after thorough review its activities during the financial year 2016-17 in its targeted 

areas. Details of the programmes are given below; 

CARE OF OLDER PERSON:-  

In present time day by day aging population has increased in our society. Kesharwani Shiksha 

Samiti is running an old age home cum day care centre for older person in Balrampur District 

continuously for the proper health care, nutrition, recreation, outing and medical facilities. This 

is very success programme in the area and morethan 80 older persons are enjoying their life 

here. Qualified doctors visited the centre for free health checkup of older person. Social worker 

has been appointed for counseling and care of older person.   

SKILL DEVELOPMENT CUM INCOME GENERATION PROGRAMS:-  

Day by day demand of skill person in market has increased and unskilled person are facing 

problem of unemployment due to modernization of technology. Due to lack of knowledge rural 

people are facing unemployment problem so Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti, has setup skill 

development/vocational education centre on regular basis at Balrampur-Ramanujganj districts 

on various trades as per need and demand of the people like; printing press, handicraft, mobile 

repair, tailoring, beauty parlour, computer training, hospitality, security  
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guard, typing etc. Morethan 125 youths were trained in various trades. Society also does 

efforts for arranging job in rural and urban areas as per skill of the beneficiaries.   

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS:-  

Culture of any society shows the tradition of society especially in tribal and rural areas of our 

Country. In present time modernization and urbanization of the society we are forgetting and 

destroy our culture and tradition and started to use new medium of entertainment and 

communication. Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti, has formed cultural troops who focused on 

burning issues like alcoholism, illiteracy, dowry, superstitions, domestic violence, environment 

and ecology and family planning. This troop also aware the people of Balrampur district about 

old culture of community for protection of tradition of Chhattisgarh State. Morethan 200 

women, children, youth and aged were aware and participate in the programme.  

ADULT EDUCATION & LITERACY PROGRAMS:-  

As we know that literacy is a backbone for development of any society and people. Mostly 

adult people did not like to attend the literacy programme but when they face any problem on 

railway, bus, hospital, market child school then feel the importance of education in life and they 

approach themselves for writing and reading. We aware the people through video and puppet 

show about importance of literacy with illustration. Result is this number of student and adult 

people has increased in our society school and other schools. These programmes are run by 

our volunteers continuously with the help of Sitaram Jindal Foundation, New Delhi. The 

necessary learning materials, teaching materials and honorarium to the volunteers are 

provided as much as possible . We are approaching to the donors, various departments for 
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running this literacy programme. Organization is also running a School namely Maa 

Sharda Bal Niketan from KG to 10th Standard morethan 450 students are studying in 

various classes. Out of this 80 students are studying free due to their poor economic condition.    

   WOMEN LEGAL AID AWARENESS PROGRAMS:- 

As we know that nearby 48% population are women of our society but due to lack of 

knowledge, illiteracy, male dominated society women are facing various type of violence in 

family and society at every stage of life. We are organizing awareness camps in various blocks 

and villages of Balrampur District about various Laws & Acts made for women and girls. Local 

issues like Child Marriage, Prostitution, women and girl trafficking, domestic violence act, 

Abortion, AIDS, Child Labour, Dowry system, women wage act etc. were discussed and 

aware. Not only women we also aware the male for respect of women and stop crime against 

women. From April 2016 to March 2017 we have organized 10 awareness Camps and 

morethan 200 women, girls and youths were aware.    

SOLAR LIGHTING AWARENESS AND TRAINING:- 

In present time demand of solar lighting has increased in society. In rural areas solar lighting is 

playing a major role in life of poor people so we have do efforts to providing solar lighting with 

the help of local department and other funding agencies. We also call to expert and explain to 

people about maintenance of solar lighting and use of lighting system. Now poor rural youth 

and children are much more happy because they are able to study in night time without 

tension.   
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  AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE PROGRAMS:-  

Agriculture and horticulture is the primary occupation of the district both male and female 

population. The Programme was started by the Organisation in Balrampur-Ramanujganj 

district of Chhattisgarh State. In this programme the organisation gives training and knowledge 

about new technology, qualitative seeds, high yield, how to grow off season vegetables and 

flowers and how to approach proper market. The Organisation has also distributed seeds of off 

season vegetables and crops and arranging market to sell their produces. For imparting 

training the organisation called technical experts from agriculture and horticulture department, 

agriculture and horticulture institutions and marketing expert of the agro product. More than 

200 farmers were benefited in various programmes. We also form farmers women self help 

group for promoting to women agriculture and allied activities.   

CHILD WELFARE PROGRAMME:-  

In present time various type of problem has emerged in society with children. In rural and 

urban areas increasing of population and number of child labour, children for sexual abuse, 

children sold for selling of their body parts has increased due to poor family economic 

condition, kidnapping of child by the touts in rural and urban areas. No doubt number of 

missing child has increased in last decades. So our society is implementing various 

programmes like awareness in society about care of children, forming of Mohalla and village 

self help groups for supervise of children, Cereche centre for working women, non formal 

education for children etc. in various blocks of Balrampur District of Chhattisgarh State.    
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Library Programme:- 

In present time due to modernization of society mostly young youth and children are engaged 

in mobile, laptop, internet etc. and they are not studying books and their i.q. level has very poor 

so our society has started library for students, youths and older person. In library society 

provided free of cost books and news papers to people and local community people are taking 

much more interest.   

Rural Development Programme:-  

In present time various department and ministries is implementing various programmes for 

welfare of rural people like; housing, road construction, sanitation, drinking water etc. Our 

volunteers help and coordinate to rural department officers and villagers regarding taking 

benefit of these schemes. Morethan 100 people benefited under the programme.  

CONSUMER AWARENESS PROGRAMME:-  

As we know in present time no doubt consumer is king of market but due to modernization of 

marketing system like t.v. advertisement, online shopping, hoardings, mobile message, calling 

Marketing etc. has created a lot of confusion and cheating with consumer. So our society has 

formed a consumer committee for listing and solving the problem of consumers. We organize 

awareness campaign on consumer related various issues like; checking of MRP, Expiry date, 

TRADE Mark, AGMARK, ISO, FSSAI, Brand Name, Consumer Help Line number of company, 

Hallmark, differences between guarantee and warranty, medical negligency, demanding of 

bills, filling complaint in Consumer court at various stage were covered during the programme.  

Mostly programme were organized in schools, colleges and public places so that maximum 
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people can take benefit of this. During 2016-17 morethan 500 people were aware and 

morethan 50 complaints were filled.     

SANITATION AWARENESS AND TRAINING PROGRAMS:- 

To impart knowledge on the importance of sanitation and clean surroundings awareness 

campaigns organised at Balrampur-Ramanujganj district. Morethan 50 villages including 

schools and 500 people were covered. In this campaigns, the society organized Wall writing, 

painting, distribution of pamphlets in local language, Kalajatha & Nukkar Natak, Chaupal 

baithak, Rally with school children. Important issues such as the use of bathrooms, sanitary 

latrines, soaps, filters for drinking water, dumping of garbage, stopping use of polybags, 

throwing polybags and garbage in river, construction of low cost latrines etc. were discussed in 

the camps and training. We also focus to people it if we maintain the cleanness in surrounding 

will be for away from illness.  

 MINORITY WELFARE PROGRAMME:-   

 Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti is working for welfare of minority community people. In Balrampur 

and neighbouring districts social, economic, health and education status of minority people is 

not good. Lack of knowledge and vocational education they are out of main stream of the 

society. So Organization has started vocational training for minority women and awareness 

programme on various issues like health and nutrition, life skill, care of children, health and 

hygiene etc. This year morethan 50 women has been trained in various trades now they are 

enjoying better life. 
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AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAMME:-  

Our Organization conducted awareness camps on prevention and control of STD/HIV/AIDS to 

aware the innocent poor people on this kind of disease, its effects, results, measures to be 

taken for its prevention. Many eminent persons, men of repute attended these camps and 

delivered their fruitful lectures on this matter and its prevention. There were wide ranging 

queries from audience at many of the venues of the IEC programmes and satisfactory 

explanations were given to remove doubts and miss communication.   Suspected patients 

have been given proper counseling and advised for testing and if necessary to avail of medical 

treatment.  Wall writings, distribution of leaflets etc. have been carried out at different strategic 

places such as road crossings, markets etc.  Special focus has been given to identified HRGs 

who have been provided necessary counseling and supplied with the condoms, syringes etc. 

  ENVIRONMENT AWARENESS PROGRAMME:-  

 Environment conservation is also being focused by the organization for the last few years 

considering that Air and water pollution are a common feature everywhere.  The organization 

believes that if remedial measures are not taken and the trend is not arrested, the situation 

may develop into serious stage when the health of human beings and animals would be 

severely affected.  This required general awareness creation among the public.  Therefore the 

organization during the year 2015-2016 has conducted awareness campaign in the district 

Balrampur. The activities included awareness rallies highlighting the importance of conserving 

and protecting air and water bodies such as rivers, ponds etc. emphasis was also laid for 

plantation of trees and curbing indiscriminate use and disposal of plastics. Morethan 500 

people and school children were aware.  
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  HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAMS:- 

 A programme on health and hygiene has been organized in Balrampur District on the 

motive of “Health is Welath”. The subject matter was - “Reasons for Child Mortality and 

Women Health” which occurred mostly during pre/post pregnancy period. The other common 

diseases identified were diarrhea, hepatitis, cancer, malaria, Sugar, Blood Pressure, Heart 

Attack, leprosy, blindness etc. In this programme “Personal Hygiene” was also discussed. 

Morethan 200 men and women were aware.   

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMS:-  

Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti has organised youth development and entrepreneurship training 

among the youth of Balrampur District. In present time demand of skill youth has increased in 

market but due to lack of knowledge youth of the Balrampur district not aware much more 

about demand oriented training and courses so we are providing legal guidance to youth about 

vocational courses and job opportunity. Every year morethan 200 youths were guided by 

Society. Not only vocational courses we are also guide to students and youths for participation 

in sports activity.  

SC/ST WELFARE PROGRAMME:-  

 The Society has started training programmes at Balrampur district for SC/ST below literate 

women and girls. In the training programmes women and girls of SC/ST are provided training 

in different trades like, Tailoring and Cutting, Embroidery, Darri Making, Candle and Agarbati 

Making, Food Processing etc. by experienced trainers. In this center trainees are provide 

training in field of Manual Art know as Handicraft. Every year 100 SC/ST women were trained 
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in various trades. Some are doing job and some are doing self work.  This is very success 

programme of our society because free of cost girls and women got good quality training.    

WELFARE OF ANIMALS IN DISTRESS:-  

Animals are also the part of our society and they are very helpful and useful in our life. Some 

animals provide us meat and some provide us milk and some also help in pulling luggage, 

plough land, security of houses etc. but have always being neglected after being useless 

especially during their old age or during illness. The domestic animals are the most sufferers. 

Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti realizing the problems of such animals decided to work for their 

welfare. In continuations of the scheme till now 10 Animal Welfare Clubs have been formed in 

each GPs of Ramchandrapur Block of Balrampur-Ramanujganj district mobilizing the people 

having love and affection for these suffering animals as members. The Organization is also 

trying to establish a temporary shelter cum Animal Ambulance with medical facilities for 

providing treatment and care for these ailing animals. More than 1000 animals treated by our 

society in this financial year.  

SWADHAR CENTRE FOR WOMEN IN DISTRESS:-  

Our Organization has started to run centre for women and girls in difficult circumstances in 

order to cater to the requirement of various types of women in distress and living in diverse 

situation under different conditions under the Scheme of SWADHAR. The aims of running of 

this home is to address the specific vulnerability of each enrolled women come from difficult 

circumstances through home-based, holistic and integrated approach.  The home is providing 

various facilities including shelter, food, clothing and care to the marginalized women/girls who 
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are living without any social and economic family support.  The counselors engaged in the 

home also providing emotional support and counseling. Other services of the home are 

creating awareness about their rights and entitlement, skill development and personality 

development through vocational training and behavioral change communication programme. 

The organization is also providing support to these women through Help line and efforts for 

necessary rehabilitation of them. At present 20 to 25 women and girls are taking benefit of 

scheme. 

SHG’s FORMATION:-  

In rural and urban areas we have seen it due to lack of cooperation between the people mostly 

were moving unemployed and women were also sit at home so our society decided to collect 

the data of unemployed and form Self Help Group of Male and Female separately and mix. In 

form of SHG unemployed people started the small business and work in group on the pattern 

of contribution of profit and investment. Now 20 SHGs were formed by society and morethan 

200 people were benefited and surviving better life. These SHGs has played a major role in 

change of life style and other people are also interested to join the group.  

WORKER’S EDUCATION PROGRAMS:-  

During the running of the various programmes our staff found it mostly children of labour class 

either playing on work side or playing at their home. So we have started workers children 

education programme for motivated to attending the school and increasing literacy level of 

district with the target of 100% literacy. Every year morethan 100 children got free of cost 

education and readmitted in government schools for continuation of their education.   
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WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS:-  

Due to climate change and poor rain conditions we are facing the problem of water and dry so 

Kesharwani Shiksha Samiti has started to aware the rural people about watershed scheme of 

government department.  So that maximum people of the Balrampur district can take benefit of 

this scheme and adopt the technology for saving the nature for next generation. Various 

awareness camps were organized and printed materials were distributed by society.  Morethan 

200 families were aware and trained. Impact of the scheme is this in targeted areas water level 

has increased comparison to other parts of the district.  

AUDITORS 

M/s B.S.PAMNANI & CO, Charted Accountant ,Bilaspur as conducted the audit for the year 

and re-eligible to be re-appointed for next year. 


